Burning Questions: Was Mary Magdalene a virgin? Was Jesus a
virgin? What were Her early temple trainings like?
*For the purpose of this book, Mary is allowing me to use the
name Jesus or the Christ because that is the name most of us are
familiar with.

Keep in mind that this book is a series of early morning conversations
between Mary Magdalene and I.

Some of the chapters are very short…and some are longer. All are
revealing and sometimes surprising!

Rebecca:
As I am sitting here with pen in hand…I keep feeling Mary Magdalene
wants to talk about the question burning in everyone’s mind... Was she
a virgin when she came to Jesus? We already know they had

wonderful, sacred, sexual encounters.
(That old crap about Mary Magdalene being a harlot was total
fabrication by miss interpretation. The arm bracelet she wore identified
her as a priestess from the temples of Isis. Some interpreted the
bracelet as a sign of being a sexual prostitute.

(The duties of sexual priestess are explained later in this book.
NOTHING compares to the depth of healing levels these Sexual
healing priestess were able to deliver. In NO WAY could this healing
be associated with prostitution!)

Still, that brings us the BIG question, was Christ Himself a virgin? (Ok,
maybe only I want to know this)
Hm, had Christ been initiated in the sacredness of sexual/spiritual
experience by his journeys in Mystery School teachings?
(Mary does not fully answer this question in this chapter…the more
detailed answer comes in a later chapter.)

Question from Rebecca, “Mary, I have felt you urging me to write about
this for a few days now. It just seems so personal that I have hesitated,
even though I, myself, have wondered if you had any deep intimate
relations before you met the Christ. Yes, I’ve wondered what your
duties were as a sexual healing priestess It is well known that you were
trained to be a priestess in the Temple of Isis.”

Mary Magdalene:
Response by Mary Magdalene, “I laugh a little at your hesitancy to
approach this topic, as I can see you’re burning with curiosity to know
more about this.
One reason you are so curious, Rebecca, is that in the past few years
your own ancient training as a sexual healing priestess has come to
light. You have discovered the magic of your own gift and it is only
natural for you to have curiosity and the desire to know more.”

Mary continues, “I shall explain. Be it known that an initiate in that
timeframe would never reveal this kind of information. It is only now

with the Divine feminine restoration of power that this information can
be made available. The purpose of making these secrets available is
not to satisfy idle curiosity, yet to contribute to the awakening of other
priests and priestesses of the Isis- Hathor lineage.”

“This knowledge is also being presented with the goal of freeing men
and women alike from the prison of sexual self-judgment. I was
dedicated to the Hathor Isis sect at a young age. I continued my studies
with them in segments of time, going back to be with my parents at
intervals for as long as my young heart desired. To truly become a
dedicated priestess or priest, it was necessary to be fully committed
from the heart.”

“The temple did not take young children and force them into service. It
was always the heart of those initiates- in- waiting that energetically
called to us when they felt their own hearts stirrings.

It was only then that we, the high priestesses of the temple sent out

preparation energy.
If a child desired this training and dedication, they were also
encouraged to go back to family life for periods of time. This was to
enable them to stay bonded to family and to have the power of choice
up until they took their final vows.”

“Even then, if an initiate fell in deep love with a man or a woman and
felt moved to leave the order, this was permitted with full blessing and
even celebrated. True service only comes when the heart’s desires are
fully acknowledged. You have the power of choice in every moment,
so did we! There is a contentment that comes from knowing that
you are in service, because your heart deeply desires it.”

Mary Continues:
“In my early years of training, I was not trained to be a sexual healing
priestess. Instead, as all initiates, I was introduced to deep spiritual
practices. I became skilled at listening to my own guidance and being
in the heart.

For a time, I was instructed in the use of healing herbs and oils. My
hands developed healing properties and when combined with the
properties of herbs, oils, or both, powerful healing occurred!”

“One of the energies I naturally emanated was the “spirit of peace”. I
would often be called to the bedside of a dying person as I could lay
my hand gently upon them and they would become instantly very
peaceful.
I realize now that my image has been projected as the fiery one, and
certainly not much of my “peace bringing “energy was even
mentioned.”

Yet, it was my ability to hold peaceful space that was so very beneficial
to my Beloved Jesus and to all those who followed us. At times the
crowd would become very restless as old beliefs were stirred up as
they listened to the teachings of the Christ.
When old doctrines are deeply rooted, it can seem like a “betrayal” of
the old to embrace the new. Even when the heart is screaming YES,

YES, YES… the head can speak in a very critical voice that also
screams…DANGER!
In times like this… when I felt the agitating forces exploding within and
around the crowd…I would begin to call upon my natural gifts of peace
keeping. Peaceful, tranquil energy would begin to descend as a gentle,
calming rain and flood the troubled hearts with peace.

This fear of change is a natural emotion of man. We become so
accustomed to believing what we have been taught that we feel terror
when our heart questions.
Yet, every great discovery in science, spirituality, technology and
emotional health leading to progress… has begun with questioning the
old established and blindly accepted beliefs.

“There is so much in the reports of my life that are simply lies. It was
my peace bringing and energy that often helped to settle down the
arguments between the disciples. There was much jealousy and strife
between them, as many did not fully understand the message of

Christ’s love.
There were equal amounts of love, honor, and Divinity for all. This was
a hard concept for a typical male in those times. It was the woman in
our little sect who kept the peace, especially, after the death and
resurrection of the Christ.
Now, let me return to the topic we first approached. I feel that a bit of
background was needed to lead up to this topic.
Is it really important to know if I was a virgin when I met the Christ?
Is it just assumed that because I was a sexual healing priestess that I
had been with many men?
Is it also assumed that Jesus the Christ never had any experiences
with women at all?

Yes, Rebecca, I will continue this topic in a later chapter.
For now, we have opened the door to many possibilities.
The church would have you believe that Christ was a mamby- pamby
half’-human who had no interest in things of this earth.

How then could He have ever said,” greater things than this shall you
do?” I assure you my Lord had every human characteristic that made
him a very viral man.
He went through many initiations in Egypt that increased his powers
and allowed Him to connect deeply with those he came to serve.
This topic will be continued soon.”

From Rebecca:
Mary Magdalene did not completely answer the question of whether
or not she was a virgin when she came to Christ. She also does not
answer the question of what types of experiences Jesus had.
(Mary is certainly not obligated to answer ANYTHING of such a
personal nature…and I sure have a lot of nerve!)
To me, the fact I am not struck down by lightening just proves that the
Divine and the human are partners in every sense of the word.
In a subsequent chapter, Mary goes more deeply into this topic. Yet in
such a private, tender way that all sanctity is preserved.

The lesson for me seems to be…Thank you for allowing your human
curiosity to spring forth…yet, at the same time that is quite a ballsy
question to ask.”

Rebecca continues:
Still… the intimacy between Mary Magdalene and Jesus is something
many people may have wondered about. …and by the way…I am just
the fearless Huckleberry to ask!
Mary Magdalene would not have chosen me and asked me to write
about her if she did not trust the information would shake things up a
bit!
It has been far too long that the topic of sexuality and sacredness been
looked upon as separate.
Now is the time for deeper understanding.
We are free to wonder and to ask questions of any and all Deity
figures, Saints and even the angels with no fear of punishment for our
curiosity.
If any High being of Light threatens punishment for curiosity…they are

NOT truly Beings of Light! There is no Being of Light so insecure they
would demand punishment or even worship!

PS: Contributions gratefully accepted:
http://rebeccamarina.com/patron-rewards/

Would you like to receive a full copy of this manuscript as an e book ?
The book is still a work in progress however, all who contribute will be
the first to receive an e copy.

This Magdalen Book is very provocative yet deeply
healing!
I was surprised that Mary even shared the initiation ceremony
of a sexual healing priestess. That hidden knowledge may
shock you yet make you cry at the tenderness of it! Some

contributions have come in and we are very grateful
Publishing expenses are still in excess of 1600.
This will cover the cover design, editing, optimizing, and publishing.
Assistance.
Please give as your heart guides you…ask Mary if it is right for you to
contribute to this healing work.
http://rebeccamarina.com/patron-rewards/

